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ARADI, Éva
About the Territory of Magna Hungaria
This essay was written on the base of the researches of V.A. Ivanov, a Russian archeologist. He
conducted excavations on the territory between the river Kama and both sides of the Ural montains and
in North-West Kazakhsthan as well, from the 1970s until 1984. He published a book about the
archeological finds in 1984 in Ufa.1 He has a chapter in his book about the ancient Hungarians, its title is:
“Poiski legendarnom stranü Magyar” (Researches about the Legendary Country of the Magyars). 2 He
means with this title the famous Magna Hungaria.
I compared the article of the Russian archeologist with my own researches about this subject and I
compiled this essay.
The author and his archeologist colleauges made excavations on many sites of the above-mentioned
territory. He calls the Hungarians in different names: “Madjar, Venger, Turk” in his chapter and digged
up their burial-grounds and tumuli on both sides of the Ural. Ivanov mentioned the previous
excavations made by the Russian Halikov and the Hungarian archeologist István Erdélyi. He also
appreciated to the researches of the Hungarian scholar Gyula László.3 According to Ivanov the ancient
country of the Hungarians: Magna Hungaria was not on the bank of the river Volga but further to the east
and friar Julianus did not meet the Hungarian speaking people in the town called Bulgar but along the
river Byelaya (white) in the province Bolshe-Tigani, in the town Bilyar. This fact was mentioned in an
article of the Hungarian academician István Fodor, too.4

Ivanov, V.A.: “Putjami sztyepnüh kocsevij” (On the Road of the Nomads from the Steppe), Bashkir Publishing House, Ufa,
1984.
1

2

Ivanov: ibid. pp.38-75.

3

Ivanov: ibid. p.39.

Fodor, István: „Magyar történettudomány az ezredfordulón” (Hungarian History in the Millenium), 2010, Budapest, Zoll,
edited by Gecsényi, Lajos, pp.91-98.
4
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Ivanov illustrated by a map the Hungarian graves and tumulus excavated by his team on both sides
of the Ural.5 The graves were from the 8th century A.D.

The tumuli on the eastern side of the Ural are richer than those of the western side. The names of the
places where the tumuli and graves were excavated are the following: Murajevsko, Bekeshevsko I. and
Bekeshevsko II.6
Ivanov’s conclusion that Magna Hungaria was not near the town Bulgar and along the river Volga is
based on the simple fact that they did not find any ancient Hungarian grave there, while in
Bolshe-Tigani and in the South Ural they excavated hundreds of Magyar graves. The author presented
the different finds on figures in his essay:

5

Ivanov: ibid. p.42., and the map from Fodor, István’ essay, ibid. p..94.

6

Ivanov: ibid. p. 42.
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7

They were excavated from the North (Bolshe-Tigani) and from the South (South Ural) but the pattern
of the finds – mainly ceramic pots – proves that they belonged to the same culture, the same people.
Besides the pots there were many silver pendants and medals, most of them in the South Uralian graves.
These ornaments show Turk influence from the Altai and Siberia. In the graves there are many silver
items. Even the bridles, the curbs and the blinkers of the horses were inlaid with silver pieces. In one of
the tumuli in South Ural a unic pendant was found; most probably it was fixed on one of the blinkers of
a horse. It is the figure of a warrior:

8

7

Ivanov: ibid. p.47.

8

Ivanov: ibid. p.48.
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The figure wears exactly the same felt clothes and boots as the Kushan kings on their coins in ancient
Bactria and India (they ruled these territories between the 1st - 4th centuries A.D.) And the small figure
has a necklace, too – most probably also made of silver – this was a royal sign of the Indoscythian kings
and the Western Mahakshatrapas as it is represented on the statue of King Chastana in the Museum of
Mathura, India.
The only difference between the two representations is that the head of the Magyar figure is framed in
a tulip flower. This was a typical Inner-Asian motive; the tulip was not known in India in ancient times.
Later, from about the 10th century this flower became a design on some Indian embroideries and stone
carvings. It is still used in the westernmost province of India: Kutcch. Some tribes of this province
originating from the Indoscythians are using this motive.9

10

The statue of Mahakshatrapa Chastana, Mathura, India

9

Aradi, Éva: “Indoszkíták” (Indoscythians), Hun-Idea, 2012, Budapest, p. 128.

10

Aradi, Éva: “Indoszkíták” (Indoscythians), Hun-Idea, 2012, Budapest, p.81.
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Ivanov mentioned in his book that most of the finds were made of silver but only the so-called breast
plate decorations of horses were produced of bronze as they should have been loud enough to call the
attention of the warriors in the battles.
On the base of the excavated skeletons the Hungarian Gyula László and the Russian Halikov
reconstruated the clothes and the appearance of the ancient Hungarians. Women had silver earrings11
and men had silver buckles of belt12 and even the blinkers of the horses prooved the high level of their
crafmanship:

According to Ivanov these motives show an Inner Asian influence and they were characteristic to the
ancient Hungarian art from the territory of the Altai to the Carpathian Mountains and from the
North-Caucasus to the river Kama.13 He criticized the researches of the previous scholars because they
disregarded the results of history, archeology and anthropology. The Hungarians are related to the
Turks both in their origin and culture.14
Ivanov similarly to the statement of S.P. Tolstov, the famous Russian archeologist, declared the
Hungarian relationship with the Bashkirs.15 Tolstov excavated the Bashkir territories and the ancient
Chorezm in the 1930s and 1940s.
11

Ivanov: ibid. p.63.

12

Ivanov: ibid. p.64.

13

Ivanov: ibid. p.52.

14

Ivanov: ibid. p.52.

Tolstov, S.P.: “Po sledam drevnye-chorezmiskoj civilizacii” (The Ancient Chorezm), transleted by János Balázs, published by
Turan Printing and Bindery, USA. p.78 and p. 247.
15
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The ancient Hungarians had good relations with the Turks of Imenkovo. They lived along the left
bank of the river Byelaya. The motives of the pots found in the tumulus of Bekeshevsko are Turk and the
silver harnesses of the horses excavated in the province Alexeyevsko show an Inner Asian influence. The
same is true for the thin plates on the eyes of one of the dead warrior’s skull.16 Besides the good
relationship with the Turks, the Hungarians had close connections with the Ugrian tribes, too. They lived
near to each other and they had similar way of life.17
In the graves of the territory between the rivers Volga and Kama the Hungarian corpses were laid
with their heads turning to the west, while the Ugrian corpses’ heads turning to the north. The
archeologists found some animal remains next to the skeletons, not only horse bones but lamb bones,
too. These animals were most probably sacrificed for ritual purpose. The horse-sacrifice was an
Inner-Asian tradition, the ancient Aryans practized it in India, it was called ashvameda in Sanskrit.18
The Hungarian graves of the 7th and 8th centuries found in both the territories of Bolshe-Tigani and
South Ural and their finds prove the fact that the Hungarian race existed there until the beginning of the
9th century. The coins in their graves were originated from the 8th century.19
At that time the Bulgarian State along the river Volga was established. Their cemetery in
Bolshe-Tarhansko existed for about one hundred years but even this period was sufficient for the burial
of the many graves there. The materials in the graves are mixed but presumable the corpses of the
ancient Hungarians were burried there in 17 percent. This is proved by the horse burials, the horse-hides
and the linear pottery characteristic of the Hungarians.20 The Bulgarians were a more developed nation
culturally and socially; in their state many villages were built and the initial stage of feudalism came into
being.
In one of the Hungarian tumuli the archeologists excavated many corpses with finds. Fortunately this
tumulus was not robbed. In the centre of the tumulus a warrior was laid with his horse skeleton, with
sabre, purse covered plate inlaid with silver fittings and his belt buckles were made of silver, too. His
wife was buried on his left side richly decorated with silver jewels. The man was most probably an army
commander. On his other side there were buried ten men; near to the commander were the wealthy
warriors, followed by the poorer men’s corpses. The same happened with his wife’s skeleton. To her
right side were the well-to-do women, followed by the poorer ones. It seems that in the Hungarian tribes
the material and social distinction appeared already in the 8th century.21
It was impossible to tell whether the persons – warriors and their wives – died a natural death or
according to the Scythian and Hun traditions they had to die with the leader. In India the Indoscythians
introduced the custom of the widow’s suicide after the death of her husband.22
16

Ivanov: ibid. p. 42.

17

Ivanov: ibid. p. 58.

18

Bongard-Levin, G.M. – Grantovskij, E.A.: „From Scythia to India” Gondolat, Budapest, 1981, p.118.

19

Ivanov: ibid. p. 42.

20

Ivanov: ibid. p. 60.

21

Ivanov: ibid. p. 62.

22

Aradi, Éva: ibid. p. 136.
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According to the historian Procopius the rich Hephtalite men gathered their friends and shared their
wealth with them, but when the rich men died these friends burried themselves in their graves alive.23
In the above mentioned Hungarian graves the number of the finds also revealed the social
differencies between the dead persons. In the 9th century there were changes in the Hungarian society.
But only one-fifth of the graves of this era could be analysed because the others were robbed in ancient
times. In the remaining graves were mainly partial horse burials with skulls, horse-hides and horse
legs.24
Ivanov and his colleauges examined the tumuli and graves in connection with the percentage of the
rich, poor and middle-class dead persons. The rich persons’ graves were of 23 percent and the poor ones’
were of 13 percent. In the graves of the rich men their belts, and the blinkers, the curbs and saddles of the
horses were made of leather and the harnesses were decorated with silver. In the graves of the poor men
the finds were few. In the centre of the tumuli were the graves of the rich people, they were followed by
the children’s coffins then the common persons’ corpses; on the edge of the tumuli were the graves of the
servants.25
It was a custom of the equestrian people to take prisoners of war, first of all the women and children
who remained in their settlements but the raiders did not kill them; they became their servants. If they
were the relatives of wealthy warriors, they were exchanged by paying ransom. Some of the prisoners
were sold at the slave-markets.26 The kidnaping of the Hungarian women and children happened at the
first war with the Pechenegs in Levedia where the Magyars were the neighbours of the strong Pecheneg
Khanate. The Hungarians lost the battle and when they returned to their settlement, it was empty; the
rear-guards of the enemy carried off their families. Most probably the legend of Hunor and Magor and
their soldiers took place at that time: they robbed the daughters of the Alan prince Dul and the soldiers
carried off the escorts of the princesses. Though according to the Hungarian chroniclers this event had
occured earlier but as the Alans lived on the northern side of the Caucasus only from the 7 th century, the
Hunor-Magor legend could have originated in the 9th century.
The Hungarians lost the first battle against the Pechenegs but later in the territory between the river
Dnieper and the Carpathian Mountains (in Hungarian Etelköz, in Russian Atelkuza) the Magyars won. So
the opinion of some historians that the Hungarians were running from their enemy to the Carpathian
Basin is not true. It was a well-prepared military operation (Harmatta, Bakay) to occupy the homeland.27
Later on the Hungarians settled the remaining Pechenegs in some parts of the Carpathian Basin
meaning that they were not a strong enemy any more. Their settlements in Hungary are kept in the
personal names of their descendants and in some geographical names, too.

23

Procopius: “The Persian War”, tr. by H.B.Dewing, Vol.1. Haward University Press, p.6.

24

Ivanov: ibid. p.64.

25

Ivanov: ibid. p.65.

26

Ivanov: ibid. p.68.

Bakay, Kornél: „Kik vagyunk? Honnan jöttünk?”Who are we? Where did we come from?) Püski kiadó, 2004, Budapest, p. 97.
(here the author mentions J. Harmatta’s opinion, too).
27
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Ivanov mentioned in his book that he and his colleauges found much more Hungarian graves on both
sides of the Ural than those of in Hungary from the period of the land-conquest.
The graves and tumuli were situated mainly in two places: in the territory of North-West Kazakhstan
(Bashkiria), e.g. in Staro-Halikovsko and far in the South: in Husainov, Murakayevsk, Karanayevo and
Bekeshevsko.28 As Ivanov was sure that the ancient Hungarians lived in both territories, he believes that
the Magyars had summer and winter settlements29. This is a Scythian tradition, too. The Kushans and the
Hephtalites had their summer settlement in Kabul (at that time in the ancient land of Bactria) and their
winter settlement was in Mathura, India.
The finds were more in the South; according to Ivanov the Hungarian tribes lived there for a longer
period. He and his team visited the Bashkir province in the end of April 1981 near to the place where the
Hungarians had lived. The territory was deeply snow-covered, so they could not excavate there. In
September of the same year the team returned to the Bashkir land; the weather was pleasant, the fields
were green. This was the summer settlement of the Magyars; they lived there probably from May to
September. They had rich grazing land along the rivers with plenty of water, which helped them to raise
their animals. These rivers are the following: Byelaya, Ufa, Tanüpa, Ika, Ay and the Ashlikul Lake.
When the summer quarter of the eastern Hungarians became very cold and the fields were covered
with snow, they moved to the South Ural; this was their winter settlement.
According to the well-known archeologist, Pletnieva, the Hungarians were in the second phase of
nomadization in the 8th century. She knew the history of the nomadic peoples well and she divided their
development periods into three phases.30
1. First phase: The tribes lived in camps, first of all in their yurts, they were stock-breeders, their
only aim was to find grazing-lands and the whole nation was on the move.
2. Second phase: The nomadic nation is unified, partly settled down but they are not yet engaged
in agriculture; they have summer and winter settlements. Simple villages are established.
3. Third phase: They are already settled, the towns of the steppe are surrounded by villages; they
are engaged in agriculture and the nomad state comes into being. They have their leaders,
their unity is disintegrated; the khan, the army-commanders, the aristocracy and the clergy
(shamans) appear. This phase already is the beginning of feudalism.
The Hungarians were in the end of the second phase and near to the third one when they lived in
their territory between the river Kama and the Ural Mountains. The archeologists found many tumuli
and graves on their southern settlements; altogether 170, but in Bolshe-Tigani alone more than 100.
The homogeneous culture, religion and language were formed in this phase of the nomadic
development.31
28

Ivanov: ibid. p. 65.

29

Ivanov: ibid. p. 65.

30

Ivanov: ibid. p. 66.

31

Ivanov: ibid. p. 67.
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The social structure is important, too. The society of the ancient Hungarians was a democracy of
warriors. It was a patriarchal society based on the warriors’ community. The warriors fought the defence
wars as well as the battles of occupying a new land. The prisoners of war could get free if they took part
in furher battles of the Hungarians. If they fought bravely they could rise even to a higher rank. But the
real power was in the hand of the aristocracy established by ancient right. The khans were chosen from
them and those khans who held the sacred powers too strengthened their influence among the people
even more.32
In the first phase of nomadization the whole nation took part in wars. In the second phase only the
warriors, neither the women, nor the elderly or ill persons, the children and the very poor men.
According to the excavations the others, even the teenager boys were warriors. Ivanov raised the
question whether the ancient Hungarian women could fight in the battles like the Scythian amazons.33
The female skeletons excavated were demaged; there were some rings, bracelets, earrings and sometimes
harnesses and fragments of weapons. But these finds are few; it is not possible to verify if the ancient
Hungarian women fought together with the men. Further excavations are necessary, first of all in
Hungary.
Besides the social structure, the analysis of the religion and culture of the ancient Hungarians is
important, too.
Their religion was not homogeneous in this phase. Most probably Christianity was partly adopted
among them. The archeologists excavated a bronze amulet from one grave. It was a figure of a man
holding an unrecognizable object in his hand (may be a cross).34 In an other grave there was a simple
medal made of silver, showing a man with his hands lifting up to the sky; it could have been a Christian
symbol. But in most graves the different portrayals of horses were common, e.g. a standing figure of a
horse, a horse-head, several bronze horses. According to the Russian archeologist Pletnieva these horse
portrayals appeared with other nomadic peoples – the Alans and the Bulgarians – and they were the
symbols of the Sun. They were the earthly forms of these peoples’ supreme deity: Tengri Khan, the
“Lord of Heaven”.35 The culture of the ancient Hungarians was strongly influenced by the Turk peoples;
they were the believers of Tengri and the Sun, so most probably these horses were celestial ones.
Their crafmanship was advanced and decorative, for example in the grave of a woman there was a
silver horse figure put together with thin plates; it shows the influence of the Scythian art. But the
influence of the Alan and Iranian art could be traced, too. In the 7 th – 8th centuries the following peoples
lived along the river Kama: Alans, Bulgarians, Hungarians and Khazars; they were of Turk origin, except
the Alans. The decoration of the horse blinkers were made of silver or bronze show the Inner-Asian
influence in the art of the Magyars. The archeologists excavated many silver finds in their graves. Among

32

Ivanov: ibid. p. 68.

33

Ivanov: ibid. p. 68.

34

Ivanov: ibid. p. 69.

35

Ivanov: ibid. p. 69.
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the Bolshe-Tigani finds there were some wolf figures, similarly to the Sarmatian art. The aristocracy
wanted to prove its ancient origin with these mythical animal figures.36
The food of the ancient Magyars were millet, horse-meat, mares’ milk and its products.
The Hungarians got into the third phase of nomadization in the second half of the 9 th century, when
they moved towards the Carpathian Basin. It was followed by the permanent settlement and later the
foundation of the state.
The question occurs: why did the Magyars move towards the west? The answer according to Ivanov
is: the changing of the climate.37 When the Hungarians stayed in the South Ural, in their neighbourhood a
Turk state was established: Khazaria. While the historians knew many facts about this state, the
archeologists excavated only few finds in their territory. Khazaria had two enemies during the first half
of the 9th century: prince Svyatoslav of Kiev and the Caspian Sea. In the 9th century the upper part of the
two big rivers flowing into the Caspian Sea: the Volga and the Ural were flooded by extreme rains and
melting snow according to geographical researches.38 The sea level increased towards the south and it
overflew a big part of the Khazar territory destroying the archeological finds. At that time the place
between the lower part of the rivers Volga and Oka became a marshland where nothing could be
produced and it was full of insects. The peoples of the steppe were running to the west or to the south.
The change of climate urged the Hungarians to escape from their South-Uralian place. Archeological
finds did not remain about their movement but we have written historical source: Constantine
Porphyrogenitus wrote about them in his book: “De Administrando Imperio” (The Administration of the
Empire).39
But later, at the end of the 19th century near to the city of Voronezh the archeologists excavated an
ancient Magyar grave: a skeleton with horse-bones and horse harnesses inlaid with the above-mentioned
typically Hungarian silver decoration.
Hence the movement of the Hungarians through this place is true. Finally in his essay Ivanov is
summerizing his researches and he states that the Hungarians moved from Levedia (the territory of the
left side of the river Don, near to the present-day city Voronezh) to Etelköz (the territory between the
river Dnieper and the Carpathian Mountains) and from there they occupied the Carpathian Basin from
two directions:40

36

Ivanov: ibid. p. 70.

37

Ivanov: ibid. pp. 71-72

38

Ivanov: ibid. p. 72.

Constantine Porphyrogenitus: “De Administrando Imperio” tr. by J.H. Jenkins, Washington, D.C,. 1967, Dumbarton Oak
Center for Byzantine Studies publ.
39

40

Ivanov’s map, ibid. p. 71.
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The movement of the Hungarians from South-Ural towards the Carpathian Basin

He did not write in details about the Khazars, he quotes from Constantinus Porphyrogenitus that the
Hungarians stayed in Khazaria only for three years.41

Note:
I have some remarks regarding the researches of the Russian archeologist. I do not think that the
Hungarians were only in the second phase of nomadization in the 8th – 9th centuries A.D. True that they
did not have permanent dwellings and towns but their craftmanship and culture were well-developed.
The archeological finds were of silver and bronze, even the harnesses and trappings of the horses were
made of silver, they were rich enough. The fact that they were poorer than their ancestors, the Huns
proves the theory that in every nation’s history there are “ups and downs”.
When the Huns occupied a huge territory of Eurasia and Atilla was called “Rex Hunosz, Medosz,
Gothosz, Danosz”42, it meant that he ruled the territory from the Caspian Sea (Medea) to the North-West
Europe (Denmark). Those were their glorious days. But after Atilla’s death the Huns lost their battles
and were scattered in different places in Eurasia (e.g. in the Caucasus, Scythia Minor, Inner-Asia).
41

Ivanov: ibid. p. 74.

42

Thuróczy, János: „A magyarok krónikája” (The Chronicle of the Hungarians), Osiris publication, 2001, Budapest, p.38.
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For centuries they had to reorganize themselves. But when their successors, the Hungarians stayed in
the territory of today’s North-West Kazakhstan, between the river Kama and the Ural Mountains, they
were most probably in the third phase of nomadization. After only a hundred years they already stayed
in Khazaria,43 helping the Khazars in their war against the Bulgarians and in the second half of the 9 th
century they moved to Levedia, organized their army and tribes and raised on the shield their ruling
prince: Álmos.
The fact that they had summer and winter settlements in the territory of Kazakhstan and along the
South Ural Mountains does not prove their low stage of cultural development. Atilla also had his
summer settlement near the river Tisza in the Carpathian Basin. According to Priscus Atilla received the
foreign delegates (Greeks, Romans, and Goths) there.44
And his winter settlement was near to the Danube north of the Roman Fort and town of Aquincum. It
was a beautiful palace made of wood.
It was a custom of the Scythian and post-Scythian peoples to have summer and winter settlements
(e.g. the Kushans and the Hephtalites).
The fact that the Magyar could control the territory between the rivers Dnieper and Prut (Etelköz)
proves their strength. From there they organized the above mentioned “Carpathian military operation”45
and reoccupied the Carpathian Basin. It would have been impossible if they were an underdeveloped
nation.
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BÉRCZI, Szaniszló
Pict-Scythian Scottish Art1
In Eurasia the traces of the Scythian art can be discovered over a wide horizon. Scotland is the
Northern part of the British Island, and it is a small part of Western-Eurasia. During the violent history
of Scotland next to the Celts and Vikings several other peoples took part in molding the modern Scottish
population. Considering the old Scottish ornamental art we observe that they have a remarkable thread
which traces back to the Scythians. This line of art has been preserved in stone sculpturing. Those large
tombstones which can be found scattered all over the Scottish landscape in the number of hundreds are
witnesses of the Scythian traditions that had been woven by other ancient communities into the texture
of traditions and artistic representations of Scotland.

Fig. 1. The front cover of the coloring booklet ‘Pikt-Scythian Art’ exhibits the double symbolism of the PiktScythian tombstones: one from Christianity (cross, Daniel with the Lions), and one from the ancient Eurasian
Scythian culture (animal fight scenes).
Example issue from the Coloring Booklet Series of Eurasian Arts No. 27, with the drawings of the author. It can be
downloaded from the following address: http://www.federatio.org/tkte.html
1
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The oldest tombstones are inhabited by great number of animal figures and horse riding men. The
cavaliers fight, hunt and shepherd animals mounted with bow and spear. So the tombstones are the
heritages of herdsmen peoples and the richness of the symbols and animal fight scenes refer to a
community which had been impregnated all Eurasian societies by its culture. These martial, migrating
cavalier peoples were called Scythians in Western-Eurasia, and Xiongnu (Hun) in Eastern-Eurasia. Here
in Scotland their name was the Pikt, probably given them by the Romans.

Fig. 2. The back cover of the booklet ‘Pikt-Scythian Art’ exhibits the hunting symbolism of the Pikt-Scythian
tombstones: on left side the two brothers follow the magic deer.
The Romans appeared in the British Island during the last centuries before Christ. Their fights against
the northern Pikt tribes (who were probably painted in order to have magic forces in wars) were
demonstrated by the walls built aginst them in the Scottish Highlands. The Romans could not defeat
them.
The Anglo-Saxonian Chronicle mentions the Scythian origin of the Pikts as follows: “In the British
Island there were five native peoples: the English, the Welsh, the Scottish, the Pikt and the Latinhe Pikts
arrived from Scythia on long ships and landed in northern parts of Ireland. Later they moved to the
northern parts of Scotland. They took Christianity, gradually, during the times of Saint Columba, in the
500 hundreds A.D.”
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The cultures of peoples who inhabit the British Islands and Ireland today had their origins from
various communities. Probably the most ancients of them were the Celts, but Vikings were also
frequently (century by century) invading the shoreline villages. Several Danish, Norvegian and
Normann invasions are mentioned on the exhibitions of the Dublin National History Museum. The
Viking art is also rich in animal fight scenes, as we could see in other booklets of our series, the Viking
Art, and we also refer to beautiful Pikt-Scythian stone sculpturing in the Celtic Art booklet, too. But in
the tombstone art of the Pikt-Scythians even more archaic features can be discovered.

Fig. 3. Four Pikt-Scythian tombstones with painted animal fight scenes. Upper row left: Rossie Church,
right: Saint Madoes Church, lower row left: Aberlemno Church, right: Benvie Church.
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The tombstones we meet here in this booklet can be found in Northern Scotland. We can follow them
on the backside map. Some of them are standing out there in the fields today, like as Aberlemno, or
Hilton of Cadboll, the best known ones carved on both sides. On one side there are fight scenarios, on
the other one the ancient symbols are arranged around the Cross of Christ.

Fig. 4. Celtic romanesque doorway in Ireland and Pikt-Scythian tombstone at Hilton of Cadboll: both with the
astronomical symbolic number of 19. Left, on Dysert O’Dea doorway the number of heads circulating the
tympanon, on the right the encircled animal surrounding the central mirrors exhibit the number 19, the number of
the years of the node of the lunar orbit rotating on the ecliptic.
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We set out in our Eurasian art series to investigate the mathematical aspects of the artistic heritage of
ancient peoples. Such mathematical characteristics were found in the symmetry patterns of the
ornamental parts of the scupltured tombstones. We show here the Hilton of Cadboll patterns, and some
details of Nigg, which are not simple structures, frequently using the pgg type and the cm type
symmetry patterns.

Fig. 5. The “genetics” of the pgg whirl-chain like pattern, through its doubled form to the pgg pattern on
Pikt-Scythian tombstone at Hilton of Cadboll.

Fig. 6. The “genetics” of the pgg and cm patterns, on Pikt-Scythian tombstone at Niggs.
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The relations of pgg with the whirl-series behind an obstacle were also analysed, allowing the
implication that there were sailing men among the artists. Sailors made always good observations. It
may be not occasional that based on observations and supplanted with analysis the scientists of the
British Islands later gave two geniuses in concept-summerizing science, as physics: Newton and
Maxwell. Newton was an Englishman, and Maxwell was Scottish.

Fig. 7. It is a great pleasure for young students to color the animal populated chadwick tombstone figures,
like the one shown here by Lelle Peták.
By thumbing and coloring this booklet you meet with the far away Scythian-Piktish world where
extraordinary knowledge had been preserved in their arts, both in ideas, and in structural science,
expressed in the carved stone patterns and ornamentations. I wish an exciting time to the readers during
their adventures in this ancient Scottish world.
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DREISZIGER, Nándor
The Hungarian Conquest of the Carpathian Basin, ca. 895-900:
The Controversies Continue

ABSTRACT

The collapse of communist rule in 1989 brought political freedom to Hungary’s people but it also
resulted in the rise of other problems: globalization, a weakening of the social safety net, and growing
economic and social insecurity. The lot of Hungarian minorities in the neighbouring states also failed to
improve substantially. Many Hungarians were left confused and disappointed — and abandoned by the
West. Under these circumstances Hungarians were attracted to writers who told them that they were
different from Europeans and that they had distinguished historical roots. This paper traces the
evolution of Hungarian opinions about Magyar origins in recent decades. In doing so it describes the
ideas of 1. the Turanists (who place an emphasis on the Hungarians’ Asian roots), 2. the autochthonists
(who believe that Hungarians are the ancient inhabitants of their present homeland), 3. the critics of
establishment academics (who are also dissatisfied with traditionalist explanations of the Hungarian
past), and 4. the reactions of the country’s mainstream scholars to these developments. The paper also
offers suggestions as to which of these diverse interpretations of the past might be the most logical
explanation of Hungarian ethnogenesis.

Keywords: Hungarian ethnogenesis;
historiography; Turanism in Hungary.
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In his massive history of Hungary, Sir Bryan Cartledge, British Ambassador to Budapest in the early
1980s, remarked that while other nations have myths that celebrate the gods and heroes of the past,
Hungarians are engrossed with their origins. “Finding themselves on a cultural island in the centre of
Europe,” he writes, “speaking a language incomprehensible to their … neighbours, [they] are fascinated
by the question of how they came to be there in the first place.”1 Indeed, Hungarian preoccupation with
origins has not abated — in fact in recent times it has only intensified. This has happened despite the
vast amount of research that has been invested in the subject over the generations.

1

Sir Bryan Cartledge, The Will to Survive: A History of Hungary (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011), 3.
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Throughout the centuries Hungarians, or Magyars as they call themselves, have asked many
questions regarding their past. Where was their ancient homeland? Do they have any relatives? How did
they survive over the millennia in a culturally alien environment? Such questions are still being asked
but in recent years the Magyars in search of their true past have focused mainly on two riddles: who
were their ancestors and when did they arrive in their present-day Carpathian homeland?
This paper will offer a brief discussion of the replies that have been provided in Hungary to these
questions. It will also suggest that some of the answers produced are based more on emotions — and in
some cases even on political considerations — than on any new evidence that has emerged on the subject
in recent years.

Neo-Turanism
The first point that should be made in connection with this question of the Hungarians’ ancestors is
that the people of Hungary consider themselves to be the descendants of the nomadic tribes that
conquered the Carpathian Basin at the end of the 9th century. As to the question who these nomadic
tribes were, the traditional answer has been that they, at least the majority of the tribes that took part in
the conquest, were made up of people who spoke the Magyar language. A corollary of this theory is an
explanation that, at the time of the Hungarian conquest, the Carpathian Basin was almost devoid of
population. As we shall see later in this paper, both of these assumptions are highly questionable, but
very few people in Hungary ever contested them.2
Who then were these Magyar-speaking nomadic tribes that made up the bulk of the conquerors, and
where did they come from? Traditional historiography has placed their ancient homeland in various
parts of what now is European Russia, with some historians being inclined to point to the lands west of
the Urals and others to the east of them, and still others to both, depending on what time period is being
considered. Independent scholars have pointed to many other possible ancient homelands but
mainstream academics tended to be rather conservative in this respect. In recent years however, there
has been an increasing tendency, even among some professional historians in Hungary to place the
ancient homeland of the Hungarians further east, sometimes into the very heart of the Eurasian
continent.
This explanation of the Hungarian past harks back to the late 19th and early 20th centuries when
Hungary’s first Turanian movement was born. The members of this movement espoused the need for
co-operation among Turanian, i.e. Turkic and Uralic peoples, in the face of the growing influence of
Pan-Slavism. After the dismemberment of historic Hungary in the post-World War I peace settlement
Hungarian disillusionment with the West contributed to the popularity of the Turanian movement — as
well as to the increased emphasis placed on the Central- or Inner-Asian origins of Hungarians.
By the mid-20th century public enthusiasm in Hungary for Turanism abated, although the idea
survived in the writings of great many post-World War II émigrés who continued to seek the ancient
Hungarian homeland in Mesopotamia and other parts of Central Asia. In recent decades however, the
2

For a traditional outline of Hungarian pre-history see ibid., p. 4. A more detailed account can be found in László Kontler,
Millennium in Central Europe: A History of Hungary (Budapest: Atlantisz, 1999), 33-46.
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Hungarian public’s increasing disappointment with the globalization and westernization that followed
the regime change of 1989, saw the re-emergence of Turanism in Hungary. Once again Hungarian
culture is increasingly seen as being linked to the cultures of the east and the ancient homeland of
Hungarians is again being sought in Asia.
One of the most prolific neo-Turanian authors in post-1989 Hungary was István Kiszely (1932-2012).
Kiszely was a physical anthropologist by training but by the 1970s he was regularly teaching a course on
Hungarian ancient history at Budapest’s Eötvös Loránd University. He also took on many public roles,
had part-time appointments at other institutions, was a regular guest on TV shows and even became
involved in municipal politics. Toward the end of his life he became principal of the King Attila College,
co-founded by Hungary’s far-right Jobbik party, also known as the movement for a better Hungary. He
was dismissed from this position however when it became public knowledge that throughout much of
the Kádár era he had been an informer for Hungary’s secret police apparatus.3
Ever since his interest had been aroused by Hungarian ancient history, Kiszely kept producing one
book after another relating to the subject. In these books he told Hungarians not only that their past was
linked more to Asia than Europe, but also that this past was more distinguished than those of other
European nations. He also argued that for generations, Hungary’s establishment historians have spread
lies about the Hungarian past. Kiszely proclaimed that Hungarians were not only culturally but also
anatomically different from Europeans — and that in the past they had been even more distinguishable
than they were at the present. Kiszely’s books were immensely popular in Hungary.4
Still other neo-Turanists turned not so much to locating ancient Magyar homelands in Asia but to
finding Asian peoples they could declare to be the Hungarians’ close relatives. In this respect one group
of researchers has gone so far as to identify a people living in present-day Central Asia as probable close
relatives of the Hungarians. The story of this development goes back to the 1960s when a physical
anthropologist by the name of T. Toth, on a visit to the Soviet Union, “discovered” a clan in Kazakhstan
called the Madijars and concluded that these people were Magyars. Decades later another Hungarian
traveller, M. Benkő, visited the region and again declared this clan to be a relative of the Hungarian
nation. In September of 2006 anthropologist András Zsolt Bíró with a small team went to visit the
Madijars again — and this time they were greeted enthusiastically by the locals (who must have
remembered the previous Hungarian visitors) as “long-lost” relatives.5
During their 2006 trip Bíró and the members of his team managed to obtain y-DNA samples from a
group of Madijar men and eventually compared the results with the y-DNA of another rather small
group of Hungarian men. On the basis of this evidence Bíró and his associates came up with the
conclusion that genetic evidence also supported their conclusion about the relatedness of Madijars and
Magyars; and they went further: they suggested that the ancient homeland of Hungarians must have
3

http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiszely_Istv%C3%A1n_(antropol1%C3%B3gus)

4

On the subject see Nándor Dreisziger, “Misinformation, Disinformation or Pseudo-science? István Kiszely’s Quest for a
Glorious Hungarian Past,” Hungarian Studies Review 39, 1-2 (2012): 137-146.
5

One critic of Bíró and his associates has pointed out that the team keeps referring to this clan not by their real name, Madijars,
but by a name they gave them: Madjars. Cs[anád] Bálint, “Some Problems in Genetic Research on Hungarian Ethnogenesis,”
Acta Archaeologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 61 (2010): 283-294.
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been the same as the present homeland of the Madijars, that is, Central Asia. Following this “discovery”
Bíró and his associates embarked on the establishment of a movement to celebrate Turanism. The prime
focus of this undertaking is a biannual international conference they organize on the steppe-lands of the
Great Hungarian Plain where delegations from a dozen Central Asian countries (and one from as far as
Mongolia) gather and celebrate their ancient cultures and common origins. The gathering is known as
Kurultáj (from the Turkish word kurultay = gathering).

The Autochthonous School
A very different vision of the Hungarian past is presented by another group of people who are
preoccupied with the subject of Magyar origins. According to the members of this school the ancient
homeland of Hungarians was not in Asia as the Turanists maintain, and not even in easternmost Europe
as the traditionalists would have it, but was right where Hungarians live today.
This view of the Hungarian past is not entirely new. One of its most earnest advocates used to be
Lajos Kiss of Marjalak (1887-1972). Despite his humble origins Marjalaki, as he is usually referred to in
Hungary, got himself a good education, wrote a few school textbooks, and by the mid-1920s was
involved in archaeological explorations. In 1930 he published his findings that were in near-total conflict
with existing theories of the Hungarian conquest. His overall message was that the ancestors of the
Hungarians were not the nomadic tribes that arrived in the Carpathian Basin at the end of the 9 th century
but the people who had been living there for centuries. In particular Marjalaki argued that, rather than
being a desolate, de-populated land in 895, the Carpathian Basin was a densely populated place whose
inhabitants were settled agriculturalist, fishers, and tenders of animals. He wrote that these people “had
changed masters so many times that they never even thought of resisting [the new] conquerors. Their
masters of the time were not of their people, and [the struggle for their land] was not their business but
that of the people who ruled them….” With the new conquerors these people just exchanged one ruling
elite for another and they continued their life as settled peoples in the service of their new politicalmilitary masters. As evidence of the claim that the land was densely populated at the end of the
9th century Marjalaki cited the work of the chronicler Anonymus according to which Prince Árpád, the
leader of the conquerors, in numerous instances gave one or another member of his entourage villages
and land as reward, together with their inhabitants. Marjalaki added that Anonymus also remarked in
his chronicle that in post-conquest Hungary peasants spoke a different language than the conquerors.6
In recent decades the idea of Hungarians being the autochthonous peoples of the Carpathian Basin
has taken on a new life. Encouraged by the writings of a few non-Hungarian researchers who decided to
dabble in Hungarian proto-history, volume after volume — and TV interview after TV interview — saw
the light of day regarding the subject. The new exponents of the autochthonous view of Hungarian
origins added a twist to Marjalaki’s theory: they claimed that in the distant past, some of the ancestors of
the Hungarians had moved to the east and, at the end of the 9th century they returned, under their leader
6

Marjalaki’s article originally appeared in the periodical Nyugat [West]. An electronic version of it can be found on the website:
http://epa.oszk.hu/00000 /00022/00492/15257.htm . Some enthusiasts of this autochthonous explanation of the Hungarian past
also cite the works of a contemporary of Marjalaki, Adorján Magyar (1887-1978). Most of his often fantastic (in the sense of too
hard to believe) writings are available at http://yamaguchy.netfirms.com/ magyar_a /adorjan_ index. htlm
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Prince Árpád, and “liberated” their relatives living in the Carpathian Basin from foreign oppression.
Thus the unity of the Hungarian nation was re-established. The writer who took the history of the
ancient Hungarian homeland furthest back in time is the Italian Michelangelo Naddeo whose
reconstruction of the Hungarian ancient past is based in large part on archaeological evidence. Naddeo’s
message is similar to Kiszely’s: Hungarians have a proud past, a rich heritage — their ancestors spread
art and culture throughout Europe and northern Asia long before other peoples, such as the
Indo-Europeans, achieved similar cultural levels.7

A Few Academic Dissidents
Throughout the decades that neo-Turanism and the autochthonous school of Hungarian pre-history
flowered in Hungary there was a modest movement of scholars who took on their country’s academic
establishment, especially regarding the questions of 1, when the ancestors of today’s Hungarians settled
in their present homeland and 2, who the conquerors of the Carpathian Basin of 895-fame had been.
The founder of this movement is widely considered to have been Gyula László (1910-1998), an
archaeologist, historian and artist. After working for various institutions including Hungary’s National
Museum, he joined the faculty of Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest and taught archaeology and
history. His archaeological work, more precisely his examination of 7th to 10th century graveyards, led
him to a new interpretation of Hungarian ethnogenesis. The evidence he found, rather than reinforcing
in him the idea that the ancestors of Hungarians arrived in the Carpathian Basin at the end of the 9 th
century, suggested to him that the majority of them had settled there during the so-called late-Avar age
of Central European history. Thus was born the so-called “dual conquest” theory of Hungarian
ethnogenesis.8
By the mid-1990s László had come to the conclusion that the Hungarians of the 10th and 11th centuries,
and the population of present-day Hungary, were not the descendants of Prince Árpád and his warriors,
but overwhelmingly the progeny of the peoples who had settled in the Carpathian Basin in the late-Avar
For
information
concerning
Naddeo’s
theory
see
for
example
the
websites
http://www.fullextra.hu/modules.php?name=News&file+article&sid=2539 and http://www.cakravartin.com/archives/interviewwith-michelangelo-naddeo . The also Italian Mario Alinei (1926-) came to similar conclusions although he limited his estimate as
to when the Hungarians’ ancestors settled in the Carpathian Basin to the 9 th century B.C. See his book Ősi kapocs: A magyaretruszk nyelvrokonság [Acient link: The Hungarian-Etruscan linguistic relatedness], trans. Krisztián Puskár (Budapest: Allprint,
2005), a Hungarian edition of the author’s Etrusco: Una forma arcaica di ungherese (Balogna: Il Mulino, 2003). The American writer
Grover S. Krantz took time from his sasquatch studies to write his Geographical Development of European Languages (Oxford: Peter
Lang, 1988). In this work Krantz pronounced Magyar as one of Europe’s oldest languages.
7

8

For the original formulation of his theory see his book: A „kettős honfoglalás” [Dual conquest] (Budapest: Magvető, 1978). For
the later version: “Életem egyik fele, a régészet” [One half of my life, archaeology] Akadémiai beszélgetések, 17 April 1997,
http://www.mmakademia.hu/ab/3/303.php (accessed 13/12/2010). In this essay László declares that the “… the Hungarians of
the Middle Ages and the Hungarians of today are on the whole not the progeny of Árpád’s conquerors but the direct
descendants of the earlier Onogur, late-Avar people.” See also his brief article: “A szlávok régészeti kutatása hazánkban” [The
archaeological search for Slavs in our homeland] http://betiltva.com/files /laszlo_szlavok_hazankban.php 23 September 1997.
In this article László concludes: “… a mai magyar népesség voltaképpen egyenes folytatása a késő-avarkor (nagyrészt
ugyancsak magyar) népességének….” [Today’s Hungarian population is basically the direct continuation of the (mainly also
Hungarian) population of the late-Avar age].
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era. One circumstance that reinforced his new interpretation of the “Hungarian conquest” was the fact
that his study of contemporary cemeteries suggested that the subject peoples of 10 th century Hungary
outnumbered to a great extent the newly-arrived conquerors. The ancestors of the Hungarians lived in
large villages — and in their cemeteries there could be found their graves by the thousands, while in the
same cemeteries the graves of the newly-arrived conquerors numbered a few dozens. When 20 members
of the elite lived among 2,000 of their subjects, László asked, who assimilated whom? With this subtle
change in László’s argument the term “dual conquest” acquired a different meaning.
László died in 1998 and the task of defining this amended version of the “dual conquest” theory was
assumed by a younger colleague of his, János Makkay (1933-). The new definition went something like
this: in the second half of the first millennium A.D. two important events took place in the Carpathian
Basin that determined the future course of Hungarian ethnogenesis. The first of these was the arrival,
long before the 9th century, of the ancestors of the Hungarians, a development that established the
demographic basis of the future Hungarian nation. The second event was the conquest in 895 of the
Carpathian Basin by a group of nomadic tribes under Prince Árpád — whose descendants later created a
centralized feudal kingdom that still later transmuted into the modern nation state of Hungary.
In his publications on the subject Makkay repeated, refined and added to László’s arguments.
Concerning linguistic evidence Makkay argued for example that Slavic loan-words in Hungarian were
acquired by Magyar agriculturalists who had co-habited with Slavic settlers for centuries in the
Carpathian Basin. He pointed out that many words in Hungarian describing organized religion are of
South Slavic origin. According to him, these words entered the Magyar language in the Carpathian
Basin, as the result of the interaction over the centuries of the Hungarians with Christian Slavs there.
Had Hungarians not been living in the Carpathian Basin at that time but only after 895, their exposure to
Christianity would have come only around the year 1000 when Hungary’s rulers invited missionaries
mainly from the German world to convert the descendants of the nomads who conquered the
Carpathian Basin a century earlier. In that case words describing organized religious life in the
Hungarian language would have been German and not Slavic.9
Less than a decade after the appearance of Makkay’s works on the amended theory of the “dual
conquest” another of Hungary’s academics dealing with Hungarian ethnogenesis published a book that
took issue with the dominant theory of the “conquest.” This was Gábor Vékony (1944-2004) who spent
most of his career teaching at Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest. Through his researches Vékony
came to the conclusion that the ancestors of Hungarians did not come to the Carpathian Basin at the end
of the 9th century but most likely in the second half of the 7th, or possibly as early as the 5th. And Vékony
went further. According to him the nomadic tribes that conquered the Carpathian Basin at the end of the
9th century were not Hungarian. They spoke Turkic languages which their descendants lost when they

János Makkay, “Embertannal kapcsolatos adatok a ‘kettős honfoglalás’ vitájához” [Anthropological data concerning the debate
about the ‘dual conquest’], Anthropologiai Közlemények, 35 (1993): 213-219; also, the same author’s A magyarság keltezése [The
dating of Hungarians] (Szolnok: Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok Múzeum, 1994) 2nd revised and expanded edition, pp. 157-158.
9
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were assimilated by the masses of Hungarians the conquerors had found living in this part of Central
Europe. Vékony told all this in a book he published shortly before his death in 2004.10
Just two years after the appearance of Vékony’s monograph, another book surfaced in Hungary that
questioned the traditional interpretation of the story of Hungarian ethnogenesis. The book’s author was
the veteran historian Péter Király whose arguments against the traditional interpretation of the
Hungarian conquest were based largely on the examination of Central and West European medieval
written sources. After studying the latter for more than half-a-century, Király came to the conclusion that
the ancestors of the Hungarians probably started to settle in the Carpathian Basin long before the
so-called Hungarian conquest. Among other things Király cited pre-895 documents from monasteries in
what are now Germany, France, Austria and Switzerland. Apparently many of these references are to a
people named Ungri, Ungari, Vungri, Hungri, Ungarus and Hungarius suggesting that 1. the members
of Christian Europe’s religious establishment were aware of a people in the Carpathian Basin with such
names, and 2. individuals from this region of Europe had moved west either to join monastic houses or
as peasants and tradesmen who took up residence in villages adjacent to monasteries. On the basis of his
researches Király concluded that the ancestors of Hungarians must have started to settle in the
Carpathian Basin at the end of the 6th century.11
Király suggested that the arrival of the Hungarians’ ancestors started in the late-6th century while
Vékony remarked that perhaps they had come in the times of the Hun assault on the Roman Empire in
the 5th. One Hungarian academic of the second half of the 20th century, Dezső Simonyi, went so far as to
say that they might have pre-dated the Huns.12 This view was endorsed by still another prominent
Hungarian academic, Pál Lipták (1914-2000), a physical anthropologist. After having been buffeted
during World War II and its turbulent aftermath from being a soldier, then a P.O.W. in the Soviet Union,
and then holding various jobs in the Hungary of the 1950s, in 1960 he joined the faculty of what now is
the University of Szeged, from where he retired twenty years later. His views on Hungarian
ethnogenesis put him into a school of his own and are outlined in a monograph he published soon after
retirement. Through a study of the anatomy of the occupants of Conquest-era graves, Lipták came to the
conclusion that the majority of the people who conquered the Carpathian Basin at the end of the 9th
century were different anatomically from the people who lived there at the time, and also from the
people who live there at the present. That is, the majority of the conquerors were not related to
Hungarians. The real ancestors of the Hungarians, Lipták argued, had settled in the Carpathian Basin in
“several waves”, from the early 5th century on to the end of the 9th century. The ancestors of the
Magyar őstörténet — Magyar honfoglalás (Budapest: Nap Kiadó, 2002). For a review of this book see my essay: “The Székelys:
Ancestors of Today’s Hungarians? A New Twist to Magyar Prehistory,” Hungarian Studies Review 36, 1-2 (2009): 153-169.
htpp://www.hungarianstudies.org/HSR2009.pdf
10

Péter Király, A honalapítás vitás eseményei: A kalandozások és a honfoglalás éve [The disputed events of the establishment of a
homeland: The marauding expeditions and the year of the conquest] (Nyíregyáza: Nyíregyházi Főiskola, 2006), especially pp.
146-163 and 214. For a review of this book, by Erzsébet Zelliger, see http://www.szabir.com/blog/hozzaszolas-kiraly-peter/
11

Dezső Simonyi, “A pannoniai bolgárok és a magyarság kialakulása” [The Bulgars of Pannonia and the ethnogenesis of
Hungarians] in Tanulmányok a bolgár-magyar kapcsolatok köréből a bolgár állam megalapításának 1300. évforulójára [Studies in the field
of Bulgarian-Hungarian relations on the 1,300th anniversary of the founding of the Bulgarian state], ed. Čavdar Dobrev, Péter
Juhász and Petar Miâtev (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1981), 71-88. See also the same author’s “Die Bulgaren des 5.
Jahrhunderts im Karpatbecken” Acta Archaeologica Hungariae 10 (1959): 227-250.
12
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Hungarians, their tribes or tribal fragments, “entered the Carpathian Basin, together with the
fifth-century Bulgars and, even more likely, during the 250 years of Avar rule.” Who were the nomads
who conquered the Carpathian Basin at the end of the 9th century? Lipták also gives an answer to this
question: they were the “overlords… characterized by a significant ethnic component of Turkic…
origin,…”13

The Defenders of Academic Orthodoxy
How do establishment historians react to this multifaceted onslaught against their teachings? It would
not be an oversimplification if we said that they ignore it.14 In a massive survey of Hungarian
historiography Ignác Romsics, the doyen of Hungary’s historical establishment, devoted only a short
paragraph to the major controversies related to the Hungarian conquest.15 Romsics’s discussion of this
issue is confined largely to Gyula László’s theory of the “dual conquest” and glosses over the fact that in
his old age László refined his theory as a result of which it can no longer be described as a hypothesis
referring to the arrival of the Hungarians in their present homeland in two waves, the first in the 670s
and the second in the 890s. Romsics doesn’t even mention the works of most other academic dissidents
such as János Makkay, Dezső Simonyi, Gábor Vékony and Péter Király. He refers to Pál Lipták, but not
to his theory of the “several waves” origin of Hungarian settlement in the Carpathian Basin.16

Political Implications
At this point we may ask the question: are there any political implications of these debates about
Hungarian origins in post-communist Hungary? To begin to answer this question we might point out
that the school of historiography that we called the “academic dissidents” has virtually no influence in
Hungarian public life today. Three or four decades ago Gyula László had a substantial following, but
13

Pál Lipták, Avars and Ancient Hungarians (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1983), 160 (see also p. 30). Lipták goes on to explain
the archaeological and anatomical differences between occupants of graves in post-conquest Hungary, of the conquerors and
the common people, the latter of which he deems to be “ethnically Hungarian.” Ibid., pp. 160-161. For a succinct overview of
Lipták’s ideas see “A finnugor népek antropologiája [The anthropology of the Finno-Ugric peoples] in Uráli népek: nyelvrokonaink
kultúrája és hagyomanyai [Uralic peoples: the culture and traditions of our linguistic relatives], ed. Péter Hajdú (Budapest:
Corvina, 1975): 129-137.
Among the exceptions is Csanád Bálint’s above-cited questioning of A. Zs. Bíró and his theory of Madijar-Magyar relatedness.
See note 5 above.
14

This is in contrast to the historiographical work of Romanian historian Lucian Boia, most of which deals with writings on
Romanian origins. Lucian Boia, History and Myth in Romanian Consciousness (Budapest: Central European U. P., 2001).
15

Ignác Romsics, Clio Bűvöletében: Magyar történetírás a 19-20. században — nemzetközi kitekintéssel [In the spell of Clio: Hungarian
historiography in the 19th and 20th centuries — with international perspectives] (Budapest: Osiris, 2011), 423 (see also pp. 152153). Romsics does mention the unconventional views of a few other Hungarian historians including Ármin Vámbéry (18321913) who, in his book A magyarság keltezése és gyarapodása [The dating of Hungarians and their demographic growth] (Budapest:
Franklin Társulat, 1895), expressed views similar to those of the young László and even Gábor Vékony. See Romsics, Clio, p.
154. Vámbéry’s book is on the internet: http://mek.oszk.hu/03000/03032/index.phtml . In his very last book (that was published
posthumously) Vámbéry repeated these sentiments: A magyarság bölcsőjénél: A magyar-török rokonság kezdete és fejlődése [At the
cradle of Hungarians: The beginning and development of the Magyar-Turkish relatedness] (Budapest: Athenaeum, 1914), 118.
http://mek.oszk.hu/06900/06996/06996/pdf .
16
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with his death and the retirement and ageing of his disciple János Makkay the theory of the “dual
conquest” — either in its original formulation or its 1990s definition — has been gradually forgotten.
Makkay’s monograph and the recent books of Gábor Vékony and Péter Király, published by obscure
publishers, are also hardly known by Hungary’s reading public. Lipták’s relevant book, although
published by Hungary’s foremost academic press, seems also undiscovered or forgotten by both lay and
academic readers. While some publishers are eager to take on any book written by such popular writer
as Kiszely, Makkay seems to find it impossible to publish a newly-revised and expanded version of his
volume on Hungarian ethnogenesis.17
The upholders of historical orthodoxy have also limited influence with the Hungarian public. They
may have clout within academia — for example in the determination of who get academic appointments,
research grants, travel money etc. — but as far as being able to influence public opinion in Hungary their
power is limited. Within the academic profession however, their position is safe, since orthodoxy is far
easier to defend than innovation.
The situation is entirely different in the case of the two other movements for the revision of ideas
regarding Hungarian ethnogenesis. The theory of Hungarians being the autochthonous population of
the Carpathian Basin has been adopted by the World Federation of Hungarians (hereafter WFH), a
non-governmental organization headquartered in Budapest. The WFH publishes many books some of
which deal with this subject. It also carries on much internet propaganda, most of it from the pen of its
indefatigable North American Vice-President, László Botos. But the movement that has the greatest
impact on public opinion in Hungary is the neo-Turanian school of Hungarian origins.
The re-emergence of Turanism in present-day Hungary is intertwined with the rise of Hungary’s
far-right Jobbik party. Established in 1999 and patterned on other far-right parties in Europe, this
political party shares many elements of the platforms of other right-wing parties. It has been described
as being anti-establishment, anti-globalist, anti-liberal, anti-capitalist, anti-Roma and anti-Semitic.
However, what distinguishes Jobbik from all other parties, including other European right-wing parties,
is its anti-Western stance.18
Jobbik’s anti-Western sentiments make for an ideal political marriage between this political
movement and Hungary’s neo-Turanian awakening. For a party that proclaims that Hungarians are the
most western of Eurasia’s eastern peoples, Turanism offers a natural world view. Jobbik also tells the
people of Hungary that they are descendants of Attila the Hun, that they are different from Europeans,
and that they have a distinguished past. In the opinion of researchers Emel Akçali and Umut Korkut,
elements of Turanism are ubiquitous in today’s Hungarian society and they permeate all aspects of
Hungarian popular culture. In their words all this “resonates with… a search for an Eastern identity as
an alternative to the country’s Western orientation.” Turanism offers Hungarians a panacea for the
country’s “social collapse and disintegration” by “promising order, social cohesion, and survival.”19 It

17

I exchanged a few e-mails with Dr. Makkay in 2011 and 2012.

Emel Akçah and Umut Korkut, “Geographical Metanarratives in East-Central Europe: Neo-Turanism in Hungary,” Eurasian
Geography and Economics 53, 5 (2012): 596-614, http://dx.doi.org/10.2747/1539-7216.53.5.596
18

19

Ibid., pp. 605-611; the quoted words are on pp. 608-609.
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conjures up images of past national glory that has been denied to Hungarians through the machinations
of their enemies: publicists and academics writing within and outside of the country.
As long as Hungary will be plagued by myriad social and economic problems and millions of
Hungarians will feel confused, perplexed, and even oppressed by processes such as globalization, the
future of Turanism there will be bright — as will the prospects of a far-right movement such as Jobbik.

Who is right: The Turanists? The Autochthonists?
When it comes to asking who is right about questions such as when the ancestors of the Hungarians
first began arriving in the Carpathian Basin — and, especially, who were the nomadic tribes that
conquered the region at the end of the 9th century — it is difficult to give answers. Sources of information
about the Hungarians’ distant past are few and often they are untrustworthy — and the further we go
back in time the fewer and less reliable these sources become. Still, it might be appropriate to offer some
conjectures about these two queries.
The writings of such Turanists as Kiszely are riddled with misinformation. For example, the evidence
and even the statistics Kiszely cited to support some of his arguments keeps changing from one book to
the next, always in order to make sure that his theories appear more convincing. His “scholarship” is a
clear case of evidence being adjusted to support the theory, rather than the other way around.20 The same
seems to be true of the claims of A. Zs. Bíró and his associates about the Madijars being blood relatives of
Hungarians. The majority of Madijar men belong to the G1 y-chromosomal genetic haplogroup.
Members of this haplogroup are absent from present-day Hungary’s population. Any genetic
relationship between Madijars and Magyars is hardly conceivable. The similarity between these two
peoples’ names must be a coincidence.21
A few comments might be made about the relationship of Hungarians and Asian peoples, the
Turanians, in particular. Indeed there are similarities between elements of Hungarian culture and, for
example, the culture of Turkic peoples. Whether these similarities come from co-habitation during many
centuries or even millennia, or an even closer relationship is difficult to say. Are Hungarians the
westernmost eastern peoples in Eurasia? Shared cultural characteristics, even music and mythology,
might suggest they are. Other attributes of these peoples suggest that they are not. The science of
genetics tells us that the predominant majority of Asians are lactose intolerant. They lack the genetic
mutation (revealed by the presence of the C/T-13910 allele) that makes a person lactose-tolerant. In today’s
Hungarian population the incidence of individuals with lactose intolerance is not substantially different
from that of the Hungarians’ Central European neighbours.22 On this question of the Hungarians being
the “westernmost of eastern peoples” genetics have a further comment. The incidence of “Asian genes”
20

See my review of Kiszely’s ideas, “Misinformation, Disinformation…” cited above (note 4).

21

Information from Mr. Tibor Fehér, manager of the Hungarian project of the Family Tree DNA Company of Texas. Various
e-mails, including one dated 15 February 2013.
22

Dóra Nagy, Gyöngyvér Tömöry, Bernadett Csanyi, Erika Bogácsi-Szabó, Ágnes Czibula, Katalin Priskin, Olga Bede, László
Bartosiewicz, C. Stephen Downes, and István Raskó. “Comaprison of Lactose Persistence Polymorphism in Ancient and
Present-Day Hungarian Populations.” American Journal of Physical Anthropology 000:000-000 (2011), available online.
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or “Asian DNA”— or, more precisely, men belonging to Asian y-chromosomal DNA groups — is hardly
more frequent among Hungarians than it is in neighbouring European populations. The exception to this
generalization is the case of the Romanians, among whom the incidence of “Asian DNA” is slightly
higher than among Hungarians.23
If the theory of the Turanian origins of Hungarians is difficult to confirm or refute, than it is even
more difficult to comment meaningfully on the teachings of Hungary’s autochthonous school. Reliable,
substantial evidence for the presence of proto-Hungarian populations in the Carpathian Basin in Roman
and pre-Roman times is difficult to produce. The arguments of Hungarian academic dissidents ranging
from the advocates of the dual conquest theory to Pál Lipták’s “several wave” theory of Hungarian
settlement help somewhat, but none of these scholars have placed the arrival of the Hungarians’
ancestors before the 5th century A.D. Genetics offer only meagre comfort to members of the
autochthonous school. Members of the R1a1 y-chromosomal haplogroup with the Z280 marker are
common in the Carpathian Basin, in fact they are the most frequently occurring genetic group among
Hungarian men. Members of this group can also be found from the southern Baltic to the bend of the
Volga in eastern European Russia — the latter is the home of such Volga-Finnic populations such as the
Mordvins. R1a1 men with the Z280 marker, however, are also frequent among Russians. Was the
Carpathian Basin the ancient homeland of this genetic population? Only time and the genetic testing of
far more people, from the Danube Basin to the foothills of the Ural Mountains, will tell.
One claim the autochthonists make, however, can be dismissed fairly easily. It is the assertion that the
nomadic tribes who conquered the Carpathian Basin at the end of the 9th century were the descendants
of the original population of that “ancient Hungarian homeland” — who left for the East and many
generations later returned to “liberate” their long abandoned “brethren” from “foreign occupation.” The
anthropological and genetic evidence available contradicts this hypothesis. Anatomically as well as
genetically these two populations — the peoples of the Carpathian Basin and the conquerors of 895 —
were different. It has been mentioned above that the predominant majority, according to one study
100%, of the conquering population was lactose intolerant, while among the common or subject peoples
resting in 10th and 11th century graves in Hungary, the incidence of lactose intolerance was not much
different from what it is in Hungary’s present-day population — or the populations of neighbouring
nations.24 Hungarians are not the relatives of the conquerors.

Who is Right: the Establishment Historians or their Critics?
The debate between these two historiographical schools focuses in large part on the relative numbers
of the autochthonous population vs. the conquerors end of the 9th century. In this connection the claim of
the defenders of orthodoxy to the effect that at the time the Carpathian Basin was almost devoid of
population seems unsupportable. The masses of Avar-age graves that have been found in the region as
well as other archaeological evidence suggest that the Basin had been relatively densely populated ever
23

Information from the above-mentioned Tibor Fehér, contained in e-mails since 2011. The higher incidence of Asian DNA
among Romanians is a bit of a mystery but it can probably be explained by the settlement of more Kumans on the territory of
present-day Romania than in the Kingdom of Hungary in the 13 th century.
24

Nagy et al. On this subject see also István Raskó, Honfoglaló gének [Conquering genes] (Budapest: Medicina Könyvkiadó, 2010).
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since the Roman era — and even before. It had abundant resources to support human habitation. In the
9th century other parts of Europe, such as for example the land of the Franks and the Italian peninsula,
had millions of inhabitants, why would the Middle Danube Basin not be similarly densely populated?
Some historians claim that there had been wars there, but there had been wars in other parts of Europe
too and still the population was numerous. Furthermore, the population of 14th century Hungary can be
estimated from written records and that estimate can be projected back to the 9 th century given the fact
that demographic growth rates are known for European populations of the times. Such calculations
suggest that the size of the Carpathian Basin’s population on the eve of the conquest was larger than
supporters of the orthodox version of Hungarian ethnogenesis have claimed.25
While the defenders of historical orthodoxy have belittled the size of 9th century Carpathian Basin’s
autochthonous population, they nearly always exaggerated the numbers of the conquerors. In this
connection we should point out that throughout history populations of nomadic peoples tended to be
smaller than those of agriculturalists. The claim by a few members of the orthodox school that a part of
the conquering population consisted of tillers of the soil is dubious. Prince Árpád’s warriors were above
all marauders. The coexistence of marauders and agriculturalists in a tribal confederacy for more than a
temporary period is unlikely. Prince Árpád’s people, furthermore, had been on the move time and again
for at least one, possibly two generations before their arrival in Central Europe. Under such
circumstances it is quite unlikely that there were agriculturalists among them. We have the opinions of
many historians and archaeologists who say that the numbers of the conquerors was small. The most
recent of such estimate comes from a team of geneticists who studied the DNA of the conquerors. In one
of their studies the team pointed out that, once the conquerors established themselves in the Carpathian
Basin, they made up only a “small fraction” of the land’s total population. If this had been otherwise, i.e.
if the conquerors had constituted a sizeable population, they would have left some kind of a genetic
footprint.26
Still another argument against the upholders of historical orthodoxy is the fact that a conquest such as
they describe, as a result of which a wholesale language change followed an invasion by warrior tribes,
never happened in medieval Europe. European history from the demise of the Roman Empire in the
West to the 12th century is full of examples of warrior peoples occupying one or another part of Europe.
Every time such an occupation occurred it seems, the result was the same: the occupiers (i.e. their
descendants) were sooner or later assimilated by the local, autochthonous populations.
Soon after the collapse of Roman rule in what is now Italy the Ostrogoths occupied most of that land
and established a kingdom of their own — and their children started to be Romanized. About the same

For a well-informed refutation of the claim that the Great Hungarian Plain was largely devoid of population at the end of the
9th century see the works of Professor Teréz Olajos of the University of Szeged, including her paper “Az avar továbbélés
kérdéséről: A 9. századi avar történelem görög és latin nyelvü forrásai” [About the question of Avar demographic continuity:
Greek and Latin sources of 9th century Avar history], Tiszatáj (November 2001): 50-56 http://www.lib.jgytf.uszeged.hu/folyoiratok/tiszataj/01-11/olajos.pdf
25

Gyönyvér Tömöry, Bernadett Csányi, Erika Bogácsi-Szabó, Tibor Kalmár, Ágnes Czibula, Aranka Csősz, Katalin Priskin,
Balázs Mende, Péter Langó, C. Stephen Downes and István Raskó, “Comparison of Maternal Lineage and Biogeographic
Analyses of Ancient and Modern Hungarian Populations,” American Journal of Physical Anthropology 134 (2007): 354-368. See also
Raskó, Honfoglaló gének, cit.
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time the also German-speaking Burgundians moved into what today is eastern France. In our days
nothing remains of their language in that part of France, though the land, Burgundy, is still named after
its post-Roman age occupiers. Also in the 5th century, the Visigoths conquered much of the Iberian
Peninsula, established a German-speaking kingdom there — and within about half-dozen generation
their descendants spoke Spanish. In the 6th decade of the 6th century, the Longobards set up a kingdom in
northern Italy from where they expanded their rule over most of the peninsula. Today only the name
Lombardy reminds us of their Germanic language and culture. Still later the Franks, a confederation of
German-speaking tribes, extended their rule over much of what now is France, part of Italy, and much of
the rest of Central Europe. Today there is no linguistic trace of them except in the lands that had been
originally populated by German-speakers.
The experience of Scandinavian conquerors was similar. Wherever they conquered lands (Novgorod,
Kiev, Sicily, etc.) already inhabited by other peoples, they became assimilated by the locals. Early in the
10th century they occupied Northern France and established what became known as the Norman
kingdom, and in about half-dozen generations their descendants spoke French. In 1066 these Frenchspeaking Normans occupied England and in another half-dozen generations their descendants began
speaking English. In the second half of the next century an army of Anglo-Norman warriors conquered
Ireland and displaced the land’s political elite — and in a few generations their descendants became
more Irish than the Irish. Closer to the Carpathian Basin, in Eastern Europe’s lower-Danube region, the
Turkic-speaking nomads known as the Bulgars came as occupiers in the 7th century. They established
themselves as the region’s ruling class. In less than ten generations their descendants spoke Slavic, the
language of their subjects.
The defenders of orthodoxy would say that what happened in the Hungarian conquest of the
Carpathian Basin was a repetition of what had transpired, nearly half millennia earlier, in England.
There, according to them, West-Germanic speakers conquered the land and imposed their language on
the autochthonous population. And, indeed, that used to be the explanation of the so-called conquest of
England by the Saxons, Angles and the Jutes. In recent decades however that theory has been
increasingly challenged. In the United Kingdom the image of medieval history being dominated by
invasions is being replaced by one emphasising culture transfers and gradual movements of peoples. In
place of the idea of nations being founded as the consequence of the massive shifts of populations and
the military occupation of foreign lands, historians nowadays tend to talk about the slow spread of new
technologies and production techniques — as well as of peoples. The members of this new school of
historiography might best be called “anti-invasionists.” They conclude that invasions, in particular by
nomadic barbarians, usually resulted in what Professor Peter Heather of London’s King’s College calls
“elite replacements” rather than in the ethnogenesis of nations.27

Peter Heather, Empires and Barbarians: The Fall of Rome and the Birth of Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 12-21.
See also the works of Francis Pryor, especially his Britain AD: a Quest for Arthur, England and the Anglo-Saxons (London:
Harper/Collins, 2004). Another example of the new historiography is Stephen Oppenheimer, The Origins of the British (London:
Robinson, 2007), especially pp. 477-82. See also the entry “Anglo-Saxon settlement of Britain” in the Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon_settlement_of_Britain (accessed 04/10/2012). It is notable that this encyclopaedia entry talks of
“settlement” as opposed to a “conquest”.
27
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While in the UK the idea of “conquests” resulting in language change is increasingly questioned,
among Hungarian defenders of the orthodox view of the “Hungarian conquest” an “invasionist”
explanation of such events continues to dominate. Even some of the critics of the dominant explanation
of Hungarian ethnogenesis talk in terms of a single mass-movement of the Hungarians’ ancestors into
their present homeland. The exception to this generalization is above all Pál Lipták whose theory of the
“several waves” of Hungarian settlement in the Carpathian Basin between the 5th and 9th centuries
appears to be the closest to being an anti-invasionist hypothesis — and the most rational theory of
Hungarian ethnogenesis.28
Lipták’s theory has antedated the birth of the anti-invasionist British school of culture-change by a
generation but it has gone unnoticed in Hungary. The fact that it has not gained a following in that
country is not surprising. The theory of the arrival of the Hungarians in their present homeland in
incremental stages, in several waves, is neither romantic nor exotic. It certainly does not appeal to a
nation troubled by the present and in search of a glorious past. It is highly unlikely that any influential
public institution or political movement will ever endorse it as the true story of Hungarian ethnogenesis.
What is the future of the Hungarian past? The answer probably is that the search for the Hungarians’
origins will continue to be dominated by the persistence of myths — as well as more debates about the
ancestors. Sir Bryan Cartledge was right: “nations need myths”29 — and Hungarians today need them
more than ever.

Professor András Zoltán (of ELTE), a linguist and a disciple of Péter Király, has come to conclusions similar to Lipták’s when
he said that he would not be surprised if it turned out that the ancestors of Hungarians arrived in their present homeland not as
a result of a mass movement or invasion but through quiet and prolonged migration. See: Péter Király, ed., A honalapítás vitás
eseményei fogadtatása [The reception of the {book} the disputed events of the establishment of a homeland] (Nyíregyháza:
Nyíregyházi Főiskola, 2010), 73.
28
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Cartledge, The Will to Survive, p. 3.
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